Kiss
How to operate

Walk-2-GPS
The mobile phone app that could save your life


First thing before you walk away from your camp or car is to mark
that position in My Favourite Locations (You may need to wait a few
seconds for the GPS in your phone to come alive or calibrate if it requests. The
phone may need clear view to the sky for satellite reception.)


Swipe My Favourite locations up to expose the Add
button. (Bottom Left) Then Add your new location. (It will be
placed at the right end of your list and will show in the middle of the
compass.)



Touching any icon in My Favourite Locations or around the compass will select it and show distance to that location. Then touch
the background and the triangle will appear. Just keep the icon you
wish to walk to in the triangle while walking back to it. (Distance to
target is shown at the above the triangle when target is in the triange. When
walking back, your Icon moves inside the compass circle at about at 50 meters
and vibrates when you get to 10 meters of target. Make sure you are walking to
the correct wanted location.)

Extra Features:

Touch the background short press will show compass degrees.



Long press on background will switch between light and dark background



Touch icon top right or location name and it will show the date time the location was set and
the actual GPS coordinates. Copy To Clipboard and past to other application as required.

Main Menu:

Extra features are available from the main menu top left. The items

not mentioned

are self explanatory. ( Touch edges to go back to compass. )



Show this on Map requires phone signal for data but will link to maps.



Description add more information about your marked locations.



Hide removes clutter from the compass rose



Location from Clipboard allows the placement into favourites of a position taken from another
application. ( ie Out-n-About )



Where Am I to show your actual location coordinates. You could read them out to someone
or copy to the clipboard to SMS or show on a map. ( Map and SMS requires phone signal. )
A$3.99

Search for: walk2gps

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=b4a.takethis.walk2gps

